Level 5/6 - Learning Grid 15th Feb
There are 30 points available in this grid, and your goal is to collect 20 points over the course of 2 days. You should try and complete the
maths and Literacy tasks first :)
There are PE, French and Art activities available in a separate grid however Science is included in this grid
4 points

4 points

4 points

Reading/ Intercultural:

Maths: Problem Solving

Writing:

Find out about Easter and how different cultures
might celebrate at this time of year.

Ryan is playing a game at a carnival. He must
pick three numbers out of a bag.

Watch Carrot Crazy on YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7V7MOk0FZr
g

The numbers in the bag are: 21, 8, 16, 32, 65
and 14.

Plot the storyline on the Narrative Story Graph

Ryan will win a prize if the three numbers add
up to a number less than 50; if the three
numbers add up to a multiple of five or if the
three numbers add up to a number greater than
80.
List some winning combinations of numbers.
3 points

3 points

3 points

Ethical capability:

Science:

Reading: Comprehension

Explore how your home recycles/composts,
discuss with your family ways to improve on
your homes/families recycling habits. Do an
audit of your bins and create a compost bin for
your household to become better recyclers. .

Investigate and research a map of the world,
labelling all the tectonic plates. What else can
you label? Continents, countries, oceans/seas.

Using your good-fit novel to create a chatterbox
that explores a problem within the story.
Under each flap, answer the question on the
outside of the flap. In the middle, write about
whether you thought the problem was solved in a
satisfactory way. Why did you think it was a good
resolution or what would you change about it?
Also include an alternate solution to the problem

.
You can find some instructions on how to make a
chatterbox here:
https://www.cleverpatch.com.au/ideas/byproduct-type/paper-and-card/chatterbox

2 points

2 points

2 points

Maths: Data and Statistics

Wellbeing:

Maths:

Open a book to any page and look at the first 20
words.

Resilience Project Diary, Lesson 1 Character
Strengths
Explore your own character strengths

Practise multiplication facts
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/mathsgames/daily10

Write up a tally which shows the number of
letters in each word.
Represent this information in a graph and a
table
Write some questions about your data. What
information stands out?

1 point

1 point

1 point

Personal Capability:

Social Capability:

Spelling:

Reflect on 3 things you are grateful for today.

Did you have to solve a conflict today? What
was it and how did you solve it? Write it down.

Write your spelling words on a family member’s
back using your finger.

